
 

 

Dear Educator, 
 
 Now more than ever, bullying has become a big problem. Inside and outside of the classroom, children are 
coming face to face with a new enemy, one who’s often their age and their size. Parents and educators 
struggle to find a common place where they reach children being bullied, and as a result, children often end 
up dealing with bullies on their own. It falls upon the educators and parents alike to initiate clear rules of 
behavior that define, discourage and deflect bullies from targeting children. Bullying is never acceptable, in 
whatever form it takes. A child’s learning, social skills and self-esteem are impacted negatively. And too 
often, Bullying leads to violence, sometimes with tragic consequences. 
 
As an Author and former educator, my new juvenile novel, Bully Dogs, was written to address the topic of 
bullying in a brand new way. Through the winning voice of sixth-grader Fran Reed, Bully Dogs offers a 
chance for children, parents and teachers to discuss bullying in a safe but entertaining manner.   

Faced with her neighbor’s three ferocious dogs, and a group of girls at school determined to put her down, 
Fran isn’t sure whether to stand up for herself or sit the tough times out. When Fran sees that her school’s 
volleyball team won’t succeed unless the bullying ends, she realizes she’ll have to stand up for herself. But 
who should she face first: the vicious-looking dogs that chase her to school, or the girls who try to make her 
feel bad about being herself? As Fran begins to discover her own strength and find her self-confidence, she 
sees bullies are like growling dogs that just won’t go away. And Bully Dogs proves that when it comes to 
bullies, the bark really is worse than the bite! 

In hopes of using my Bully Dogs story to create more dialogue around bullying, I am visiting schools, 
libraries and youth groups with my “Don’t Be a Bully Dog” presentation. In a safe classroom setting, and 
through the discussion of the challenges, obstacles and solutions my Bully Dogs characters experience, my 
goal is to create a fun and comfortable way for children to express their own feelings, experiences and 
solutions for bullying in their everyday lives.   

As part of my effort to make my book and presentation accessible to all, I am providing, on loan, copies of 
the book so that each child has a copy to read prior to my visit.   

I would love to share my story and presentation with your students. The complete outline for the  
presentation is attached, so you can learn more. To learn more about me, and some of the books I have 
written, please visit www.jacquieream.com.  To schedule a presentation for your student’s, or youth, please 
call Susan Burnash of Purple Duck Marketing at (678)925-3582. 

Thank you for your interest and your personal efforts to combat bullying in children’s lives. 

 

Sincerely, 

Jacquie Ream 

 

 

http://www.jacquieream.com/
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school, church, youth, or nonprofit group. 

Don’t Be a Bully Dog 

Presentation by Author Jacquie Ream 

 

Bullying in its various forms is prevalent in schools around the globe, and sadly, many children learn, 
practice and experience bullying beginning at a very young age. To those being bullied, bullies often appear 
intimidating, strong and confident. They wreak havoc on a child’s self esteem and confidence while working 
hard to improve their own. Anyone who has been bullied knows that dealing with a bully is a daunting task. 
But there are ways. The first step is for school-aged children to talk about the topic. Author Jacquie Ream’s 
recent book, Bully Dogs, creates the perfect opportunity for school-aged children from elementary to junior 
high to do just that.   

APPROXIMATE TIME: 45 minutes (Presentations can be customized for your schedule and group size.) 

AUDIENCE: Kindergarten through junior high classrooms, youth groups and violence prevention programs 

PROGRAM GOAL: To promote awareness and solutions around Bullying using the children’s novel Bully 
Dogs as a platform for safe discussion.   

PROGRAM ELEMENTS: 

1. Author Story: The real life story of why author Jacquie Ream wrote Bully Dogs 

2. Discussion: “Being Bullied” and “Being a Bully,” utilizing the Book Report (see below)  

 Definition and examples of bullying 

 Teasing vs. Bullying  

 How to deal with a bully (FLOAT) 

3. In Class Exercise: Children act out using “Bully Dog” masks an example of another child their age 
being bullied. 

4. Take Home Exercise: Children write their own short story about a fictional character that is being 
bullied in school showing how their character felt about the situation and how they handled it.  

5. In Class Agreement: Children sign the “I won’t be a Bully Dog” agreement that will be kept in class 
for everyone to see. Each child will receive a signed bookmark. 

6. Author/Book signing  

7. Class Materials Provided: 

 Bully Dogs books (to be read ahead of time) 

 Book Report – Questions related to the book for students to complete as homework 

 The “I won’t be a Bully Dog” agreement 
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Handout 

 

Book Report for Bully Dogs By Author Jacquie Ream 
 

1. Who is your favorite character in Bully Dogs and why? 

2. Give an example of the main character, Fran, being bullied. 

3. Who is bullying her and why? 

4. How does she feel about being treated that way? 

5. What does she do about it? 

6. What would you do if that happened to you? 

7. Has there ever been a time when a kid at your school has made you feel: Hurt?  
Embarrassed? Nervous? Scared? So mad you could scream?    

8. What did you do about it? 
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In Class Discussion on Bullying 

I.  DEFINITION: 

What is bullying? 
Bullying is when a person is being mean and hurtful toward someone else. Often people who are bullied 
have trouble defending themselves. They feel scared, embarrassed, hurt or angry.   
In Class Questions: 
1. Who is being bullied in Bully Dogs? 
2. Who is doing the bBullullying? Why? 

What things can be considered bullying? 
Bullying can be verbal, physical or emotional. Some examples are: making threats, calling someone a bad 
name, excluding someone, spreading rumors, hitting, pushing or taking other people’s things. 
In Class Questions: 
1. How is the main character, Fran, bullied?  
2. How does she feel about being treated that way? 
3. What does she do about it? 

What does the bully get out of bullying?   
The bully gets satisfaction (feels good) when he or she gets a reaction out of the person being bullied.  
In Class Questions: 
1. What is the bully in Bully Dogs getting out of hurting the main character, Fran?   

II.  TEASING VS. BULLYING: 

Teasing: Teasing can be about anything. Teasing can sometimes be innocent, or meant as a joke, but it 
can also be very hurtful. If teasing happens only once it may be easy to “brush off,” but if someone is 
always teasing others and it hurts their feelings, it can be considered bullying. 

Bullying: Teasing becomes bullying when it is done more than once or when it is done to purposefully 
hurt someone else. When someone is bullying they are trying to control others. 

 
III.  HOW TO DEAL WITH A BULLY: 

There are many ways to deal with a bully. Some children use the word FLOAT to remind them how to 
act when they are being bullied.  
F - Forget about it: First try to just forget about it; ignore the person bullying you. You can take a time-
out to cool down.  

L - Leave: If forgetting about it doesn’t work, you may need to walk away. 

O - Openly express yourself: You may want to tell the person bothering you how you feel, “Hey, that 
isn’t nice. Stop saying that.”  

A - Apply strong words: If the person still isn’t being nice, you may have to apply your strong words, 
“Stop now.”  

T - Tell somebody: If you have tried all of the above and the person is still bothering you, tell an adult.  

In Class Question: If you were in the same situation as Fran on the volleyball court, what would you do? 
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Handouts: In Class for Discussion 

 

 

HOW TO DEAL WITH A BULLY? FLOAT! 

There are many ways to deal with a bully. You can use the word FLOAT to remind 
you how to act when you are being bullied.  

 

F - Forget about it: First try to just forget about it; ignore the person bullying you. 
You can take a time-out to cool down.  

 

L  - Leave: If forgetting about it doesn’t work, you may need to walk away.  

 

O - Openly express yourself: You may want to tell the person bothering you how 
you feel by saying, “Hey, that isn’t nice. Stop saying that.”  

 

A - Apply strong words: If the person still isn’t being nice, you may have to apply 
some strong words like, “Stop now” or “If you don’t stop now I am going to tell an 
adult.” 

 

T - Tell somebody: If you have tried all of the above and the person is still bothering 
you, tell an adult like your teacher, your parent, a grown-up friend or a family 
member.   
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Handouts: Take home to read with Parents 

Dealing With Bullies 

Bullying is a big problem. It can make kids feel hurt, scared, sick, lonely, embarrassed and sad. Bullies might 
hit, kick, or push to hurt people, or use words to call names, threaten, tease, or scare them. A bully might 
say mean things about someone, grab a kid's stuff, make fun of someone, or leave a kid out of the group on 
purpose. Some bullies threaten people or try to make them do things they don't want to do. 

BULLYING IS A BIG DEAL 
Bullying is a big problem that affects lots of kids. Three-quarters of all kids say they have been Bullied or 
teased. Being bullied can make kids feel really bad. The stress of dealing with bullies can make kids feel 
sick.  Bullying can make kids not want to play outside or go to school. It's hard to keep your mind on 
schoolwork when you're worried about how you're going to deal with the bully near your locker. Bullying 
bothers everyone — and not just the kids who are getting picked on. Bullying can make school a place of 
fear and can lead to more violence and more stress for everyone. 

WHY DO BULLIES ACT THAT WAY? 

 Some bullies are looking for attention. They might think bullying is a way to be popular or to get 
what they want. Most bullies are trying to make themselves feel more important. When they pick 
on someone else, it can make them feel big and powerful. 

 Some bullies come from families where everyone is angry and shouting all the time. They may think 
that being angry, calling names, and pushing people around is a normal way to act. Some bullies 
are copying what they've seen someone else do. Some have been bullied themselves. 

 Sometimes bullies know that what they are doing or saying hurts other people. But other bullies 
may not really know how hurtful their actions can be. Most bullies don't understand or care about 
the feelings of others. 

 Bullies often pick on someone they think they can have power over. They might pick on kids who 
get upset easily or who have trouble sticking up for themselves. Getting a big reaction out of 
someone can make bullies feel like they have the power they want. Sometimes bullies pick on 
someone who is smarter than they are or different from them in some way.  

 Sometimes bullies just pick on a kid for no reason at all. 

Gemma told her mom that this one kid was picking on her for having red hair and freckles. She wanted to 
be like the other kids but she couldn’t change those things about herself. Finally Gemma made friends at 
her local swimming pool with a girl who wished she had red hair like Gemma's. The two girls became great 
friends and she learned to ignore the mean girl's taunts at school. 

BULLYING: HOW TO HANDLE IT 
So now you know that bullying is a big problem that affects a lot of kids, but what do you do if someone is 
bullying you? Our advice falls into two categories: preventing a run-in with the bully, and what to do if you 
end up face-to-face with the bully. 
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Dealing With Bullies cont. 
 
PREVENTING A RUN-IN WITH A BULLY 
Don't give the bully a chance. As much as you can, avoid the bully. You can't go into hiding or skip class, of 
course. But if you can take a different route and avoid him or her, do so. 

Stand tall and be brave. When you're scared of another person, you're probably not feeling your bravest. 
But sometimes just acting brave is enough to stop a bully. How does a brave person look and act? Stand tall 
and you'll send the message: "Don't mess with me." It's easier to feel brave when you feel good about 
yourself. See the next tip! 

Feel good about you. Nobody does perfect, but what can you do to look and feel your best? Maybe you'd 
like to be more fit. If so, maybe you'll decide to get more exercise, watch less TV, and eat healthier snacks. 
Or maybe you feel you look best when you shower in the morning before school. If so, you could decide to 
get up a little earlier so you can be clean and refreshed for the school day. 

Get a buddy (and be a buddy). Two is better than one if you're trying to avoid being bullied. Make a plan to 
walk with a friend or two on the way to school or recess or lunch or wherever you think you might meet 
the bully. Offer to do the same if a friend is having bully trouble. Get involved if you see bullying going on in 
your school — tell an adult, stick up for the kid being bullied, and tell the bully to stop. 

IF THE BULLY SAYS OR DOES SOMETHING TO YOU 
Ignore the bully. If you can, try your best to ignore the bully's threats. Pretend you don't hear them and 
walk away quickly to a place of safety. Bullies want a big reaction to their teasing and meanness. Acting as 
if you don't notice and don't care is like giving no reaction at all, and this just might stop a bully's behavior. 

Stand up for yourself. Pretend to feel really brave and confident. Tell the bully "No! Stop it!" in a loud voice. 
Then walk away, or run if you have to. Kids also can stand up for each other by telling a bully to stop 
teasing or scaring someone else, and then walk away together. If a bully wants you to do something that 
you don't want to do — say "no!" and walk away. If you do what a bully says to do, they will likely keep 
bullying you. Bullies tend to bully kids who don't stick up for themselves. 

Don't bully back. Don't hit, kick, or push back to deal with someone bullying you or your friends. Fighting 
back just satisfies a bully and it's dangerous, too, because someone could get hurt. You're also likely to get 
in trouble. It's best to stay with others, stay safe, and get help from an adult. 

Don't show your feelings. Plan ahead. How can you stop yourself from getting angry or showing you're 
upset? Try distracting yourself (counting backwards from 100, spelling the word 'turtle' backwards, etc.) to 
keep your mind occupied until you are out of the situation and somewhere safe where you can show your 
feelings. 

Tell an adult. If you are being bullied, it's very important to tell an adult. Find someone you trust and go 
and tell them what is happening to you. Teachers, principals, parents, and lunchroom helpers at school can 
all help to stop bullying. Sometimes bullies stop as soon as a teacher finds out because they're afraid that 
they will be punished by parents. This is not tattling on someone who has done something small — Bullying 
is wrong and it helps if everyone who gets bullied or sees someone being bullied speaks up. 
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Dealing With Bullies cont. 

 
WHAT HAPPENS TO BULLIES? 
In the end, most bullies wind up in trouble. If they keep acting mean and hurtful, sooner or later they may 
have only a few friends left — usually other kids who are just like them. The power they wanted slips away 
fast. Other kids move on and leave bullies behind. 

Luis lived in fear of Brian — every day he would give his lunch money to Brian but he still beat him up. He 
said that if Luis ever told anyone he would beat him up in front of all the other kids in his class. Luis even 
cried one day and another girl told everyone that he was a baby and had been crying. Luis was embarrassed 
and felt so bad about himself and about school. Finally, Brian got caught threatening Luis and they were 
both sent to the school counselor. Brian got in a lot of trouble at home. Over time, Brian learned how to 
make friends and ask his parents for lunch money. Luis never wanted to be friends with Brian but he did 
learn to act strong and more confident around him. 

Some kids who bully blame others. But every kid has a choice about how to act. Some kids who bully 
realize that they don't get the respect they want by threatening others. They may have thought that 
bullying would make them popular, but they soon find out that other kids just think of them as trouble-
making losers. 

The good news is that kids who are bullies can learn to change their behavior. Teachers, counselors, and 
parents can help. So can watching kids who treat others fairly and with respect. Bullies can change if they 
learn to use their power in positive ways. In the end, whether Bullies decide to change their ways is up to 
them. Some bullies turn into great kids. Some Bullies never learn. 

But no one needs to put up with a bully's behavior. If you or someone you know is bothered by a bully, talk 
to someone you trust. Everyone has the right to feel safe, and being bullied makes people feel unsafe. Tell 
someone about it and keep telling until something is done. 
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